Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In 1900, Paul Ehrlich developed the concept of magic bullets (*Zauberkugeln*) as agents that specifically target harmful substances while sparing the body itself, thus limiting their toxicity^[@CR1]^. Originally applied to antimicrobial agents, the quest for such magic bullets has since been a crucial goal in other areas of medical research and has become particularly relevant in the field of cancer immunology.

Immunotherapeutic approaches have been applied in the treatment of patients with cancer for over a century, including, among others, allogeneic haematopoietic cell transplantation (HCT), adoptive cell transfer, targeted monoclonal antibodies (which might also engage the immune system), immune-checkpoint inhibition (ICI) and other cellular therapies. Immunotherapies are directed against either known target [antigens](#Glos1){ref-type="list"}, and can thus be categorized as [antigen-aware therapy](#Glos2){ref-type="list"} (AaT), or antigens that currently remain uncharted ([antigen-unaware therapy](#Glos3){ref-type="list"}, AuT), with the latter category including therapies that induce and/or exploit basic immunological mechanisms or involve unmanipulated cell products. Established target antigens include [cell-surface antigens](#Glos4){ref-type="list"} such as proteins that are accessible and thus targetable using antibodies or human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-restricted peptide antigens (protein fragments). The latter are presented to antigen-specific T cells by molecules of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC, referred to as HLA when discussing human MHCs) and comprise either cytosolic proteins that have been processed by proteasomes (HLA class I) or peptides derived mainly from extracellular proteins (HLA class II). In this way, the protein pool accessible to the immune system is massively increased, enabling interactions with intracellular peptides that would otherwise be inaccessible.

Allogeneic HCT was the first example of a clinically effective active immunotherapy, although the mechanism of action was not originally appreciated. This treatment was initially believed to repopulate the defective bone marrow of patients with haematological malignancies using cells derived from a compatible donor, following elimination of the host's defective haematopoietic stem cells using chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy^[@CR2]^. Over the years, immunosurveillance of the underlying disease by the transplanted cells (the graft) was identified as the main mechanism leading to durable disease remission^[@CR3],[@CR4]^. In this situation, alloreactivity is known to be mediated by donor T cells^[@CR5]^, although the identity of the corresponding targeted HLA-restricted antigens remains largely unknown^[@CR6],[@CR7]^. This lack of knowledge of the target antigen repertoire is also a feature of various other adoptive anticancer strategies, such as adoptive T cell transfer^[@CR8]^. By contrast, monoclonal antibodies are necessarily directed against defined, specific cell-surface antigens, such as CD20 or HER2 (refs^[@CR9]--[@CR12]^).

In addition to clinically approved antibodies and antibody constructs directed against various cell-surface proteins, antibodies directed against HLA--peptide complexes (such as T cell receptor (TCR)-mimic antibodies) are also currently under active development^[@CR13]^. The same holds true for chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cells, which are autologous T cells genetically engineered to express a CAR targeting a cell-surface protein, combined with activation of co-stimulatory proteins to promote cellular survival and/or differentiation upon target binding^[@CR14]^. Although CARs require target antigens to be accessible from the cell surface^[@CR15]--[@CR19]^, targeting HLA-presented peptides would potentially enable access to antigens derived from the intracellular proteome^[@CR20]^. For all of these approaches, the prior identification of suitable target antigens remains crucial^[@CR21],[@CR22]^, albeit with an additional level of heterogeneity created by strategies directed against HLA-restricted antigens, owing to the extensive allelic [variability of the genes encoding these proteins](http://hla.alleles.org/alleles)^[@CR23]^.

With the introduction of antibody-mediated ICI, active immunotherapy has now entered standard clinical practice in the adjuvant^[@CR24]^, advanced-stage and/or metastatic^[@CR25]--[@CR28]^ and neoadjuvant settings^[@CR29]^ in patients with various types of solid tumours. ICI can currently be classified as a treatment with unknown targets (AuT), because disruption of PD-1--PD-L1 and/or cytotoxic T lymphocyte protein 4--CD28 signalling leads to the activation of unselected and unknown antigen-specific T cells. A supposed mechanism of action of immune-checkpoint inhibitors includes the activation of a pre-existing tumour-specific [T cell repertoire](#Glos5){ref-type="list"}. The addition of effective targeted immunotherapies with diligently curated antigens that are intended to direct immunological activity towards specific targets might, therefore, provide the highest possible level of antitumour efficacy, in line with the concept of antitumour 'magic bullets'^[@CR1]^.

The majority of targeted therapies provide limited improvements in progression-free and/or overall survival^[@CR30]^; however, immunotherapies could potentially lead to long-term survival, if not ultimately cure^[@CR31],[@CR32]^. Patients receiving immunotherapies targeting specific antigens should be selected on an individual basis because most malignancies, even those of an apparently identical histological subtype, have substantial levels of variation across their mutational and antigenic repertoires^[@CR33]^. Such approaches will, therefore, ultimately need to be adapted to provide a [uniquely assembled drug product](#Glos6){ref-type="list"} (UADP) for each individual patient (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) or might even necessitate the selection of individual targets followed by the synthesis of a [uniquely designed drug product](#Glos7){ref-type="list"} (UDDP) based on analyses of autologous tumour samples^[@CR34]^. Respective in-depth investigations of individual tumours could yield one, or even several, suitable individual antigens, which could be targeted using the available immunotherapeutic platforms including vaccines, TCR-mimic antibodies, CAR T cells or adoptive transfer of preselected antigen-specific T cells^[@CR33],[@CR35]--[@CR39]^. ICI enables pre-existing antitumour immune responses to be reawakened, although only their direction against [tumour-specific antigens](#Glos8){ref-type="list"} (TSAs) would allow these agents to be referred to as magic bullets.Fig. 1Adjustment of patient-adapted and tumour-directed drug products and therapies for clinical use.Three levels of biomarker-driven adaptation of drug products for (immuno)therapies directed against given malignancies for clinical application can be achieved via different strategies. **a** \| Stratification. The allocation of patients to specific therapies is directed by the assessment of established predefined biomarkers. In the absence of a respective selection criterion, therapy is not administered (represented by Ø in the figure). Usually, the active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) used and also the resulting stratified drug product (SPD) are manufactured and shelved. Such therapies are employed either as a defined pharmaceutical product or as an API used in combination with autologous or allogeneic cells for release as a drug product^[@CR31]^. In this scenario, the principle of either antigen-aware therapy or antigen-unaware therapy may apply. **b** \| Warehousing. A pre-characterized set of APIs (coloured squares) is manufactured and stored as separate components that may be individually assembled (active adaptation), for example, representing a selection of APIs defined by biomarkers assessed in autologous tumour tissues (coloured circles under 'theranostics'; colouring reflects the biomarker-defined components of the warehouse represented below). The combination of individually selected API components results in a uniquely assembled drug product (UADP), which consists of a defined number of APIs from the warehouse (represented as colours in each vial under drug product reflecting the components selected from the warehouse; respective components from the warehouse are labelled with checkmarks). The resulting drug product can be considered a UADP, which can be administered either directly as a pharmacologically defined drug product or using autologous or allogeneic cellular drug products. For this strategy, the applied therapeutic principle has to be generally antigen aware. **c** \| Individualization. Here, active ingredients are adapted according to patient-individual biomarkers (represented by colours in different shadings in accordance with the colouring of the silhouettes) and therefore per se cannot be pre-manufactured and stored. Hence, individualization requires de novo identification, characterization, selection and manufacturing of APIs for every given patient, based on analysis of autologous tumour (and non-malignant) tissues. The individual compilation of APIs and their formulation results in a uniquely designed drug product (UDDP). When administered as a pharmacologically defined product, the resulting therapy is antigen-aware (for example, for vaccines targeting individual specified mutated HLA ligands), or, if UDDPs are generated using autologous or allogeneic cell products, these therapies may be either characterized as antigen-aware (for example, when T cells are primed with known antigens) or antigen-unaware (for example, when T cells are primed with undefined tumour lysates). SDP, standardized drug product.

In this Review, we provide an overview and clarified nomenclature designed to describe the spectrum of (targetable) HLA-presented antigens. We also describe the identification and characterization of such antigens, as well as the opportunities and challenges associated with each approach. Finally, we discuss the emerging consequences for treatment [stratification](#Glos9){ref-type="list"}, (active) adaptation and/or [individualization](#Glos10){ref-type="list"} of treatments and the resulting regulatory consequences.

Characterizing HLA-presented antigens {#Sec2}
=====================================

Tumour antigens can emerge during all stages of protein synthesis and degradation, including transcription and translation, and their emergence can also involve post-translational modifications as well as alterations in antigen processing and presentation (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}; Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). These antigens can be divided into TSAs and [tumour-associated antigens](#Glos11){ref-type="list"} (TAAs) according to whether they are presented by HLAs expressed exclusively on tumour cells (mainly HLA class I) or to a variable extent on non-malignant tissues, respectively.Fig. 2Cancer-related cellular alterations and characterization of HLA-presented tumour-specific and tumour-associated peptides.**a** \| Schematic overview of cellular processes involved in emergence, processing and HLA class I presentation of antigens. Respective changes in cellular processes (for example, modifications during translation or post-transcriptional modifications) that are altered leading to the formation of respective antigen classes are marked. **b** \| Overview of different classes of HLA-presented antigens. Blue bars indicate whether antigens comprise alternative and/or wild-type sequences (or both). Other specific characteristics of the different tumour-specific antigens (TSAs) and tumour-associated antigens (TAAs) described in this Review are provided as a table labelled with traffic light colours: green indicates that the antigen characteristics are in accordance with the respective criteria; red indicates that the antigen characteristics are discordant with the respective criteria; and orange indicates that the respective criteria are not a defining property of this antigen class. For cryptic antigens, question marks indicate missing experimental evidence. CA, cryptic antigen; mut., mutated; oex, overexpressed; ptm, post-translational modification; roe, reactivated ontogenetic expression; spl., spliced; TAP, transporter-associated with antigen processing; TCR, T cell receptor; wt, wild-type.Table 1Systematic definition of tumour antigensAmino acid sequenceDetection levelVariantType of antigenExampleImmune recognition***TSAs***AlternativeExomeSNVMutated TSASYTL4^S363F^; GRIAF**F**LKY^[@CR56]^ForeignIndelCASP5; EEFLRLCKKIMMRSI**Q**[@CR38]FrameshiftDHX40; ILMHGLVSL[@CR38]TranscriptomeFusionMAOM--SMADA4; VYIFPGQPASILGGS[@CR50]Alternative splice variantsSpliced TSAFGF5; NTYASLPRFK[@CR93]ProteomeProteasomal splice variantsNUP205/PKM1/2 \[RQSLIE\]\[LAK\][@CR97]Modified wildtypeProteomePost-translational modificationsPost-translationally modified TSAFLNA^856--865^; ATPTS\*PIRVK[@CR56]Altered selfWildtypeProteome/ ligandomeNSWild-type TSAPTGFRN^3--11^ (ref.^[@CR58]^)Altered selfEarly ontogenetic alterationsOntogenetically expressed TSANY-ESO1^158--166^; MAGE-A1^62--70^ (refs^[@CR116],[@CR117]^)***TAAs***WildtypeProteome/ ligandomeOverexpression (variable extent)Over-expressed TAAMUC-1^950--958^ (ref.^[@CR167]^)SelfNS, includes differentiation antigens and antigens from dispensable tissuesShared TAAMelan-A^27--35^ (ref.^[@CR168]^)Bold type indicates changes in the amino acid sequence. The asterisk indicates phosphorylation. Indel, insertion and/or deletion; NS, not specified; SNV, single-nucleotide variant; TAA: tumour-associated antigen; TSA: tumour-specific antigen.

Tumour antigens possess either a wild-type (self) or altered (foreign) amino acid sequence. Among antigens with an altered sequence, TSAs emerge owing to somatic mutations that confer a non-synonymous amino acid sequence that is not present in the germline DNA and is therefore unique to the malignant tissue. These alterations can arise from several different types of mutations including single-nucleotide variants (SNVs), nucleotide insertions and/or deletions (indels) and/or frameshifts. Such antigens are referred to as [mutated tumour-specific antigens](#Glos12){ref-type="list"} throughout this article, thus avoiding the term [neoantigen](#Glos13){ref-type="list"}, which is often used inconsistently (Box [1](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"})^[@CR40]^.

The discovery and characterization of TSAs are feasible using a diverse range of high-throughput multi-omics analyses, including [next-generation sequencing](#Glos14){ref-type="list"} (NGS) and [tandem mass spectrometry](#Glos15){ref-type="list"} (MS/MS). Application of these methods results in two fundamentally different approaches to antigen discovery: computational prediction of putative HLA-presented antigenic peptides^[@CR41]--[@CR43]^ based on their HLA-binding properties^[@CR44]^ and direct identification of naturally presented HLA-eluted ligands and their annotation to protein sequence databases^[@CR45]^, respectively. Thus, only MS/MS-based approaches enable physical confirmation of presentation of antigenic peptides as HLA ligands. Combined use of NGS and MS/MS enables the characterization of TSAs on two crucial levels: a first level where (1) genetic information from annotated NGS data is used to infer HLA presentation in silico, which may entail a relevant fraction of false-positive findings. This information can be complemented by (2) MS/MS data confirming [predicted HLA ligands](#Glos16){ref-type="list"} in silico, thereby being a much more conservative approach.

The characterization of an existing T cell repertoire in blood and/or tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes provides an alternative indirect method for confirming the natural presentation of HLA ligands and, among other aspects, their capacity for target cell lysis^[@CR46]--[@CR49]^. This characterization can be achieved using several methods, including by screening predicted peptides^[@CR50]^ or using cDNA libraries^[@CR51]^.

 {#Sec3}

HLA ligands presented on almost all tumour cells comprise a highly complex mixture of peptides with diverse amino acid sequences derived from cytosolic proteins after proteasomal processing, which necessitates the use of precise and consistent terminology. A subset of peptide ligands might qualify as biomarkers for the respective tumours and remain entirely tumour-specific (tumour-specific antigen; TSA) or merely be preferentially expressed on malignant cells, and should thus be referred to as tumour-associated antigens (TAAs).

The term 'neoantigen' is often applied universally to describe HLA ligands containing mutations, and predominantly refers to antigens that were predicted using sequencing data. Nevertheless, the inconsistent use of this term, and previous associations specifically with tumours of a viral aetiology, render this term quite ambiguous in our opinion^[@CR40]^. In this Review we chose to avoid this term and instead refer to TSAs and TAAs as different tumour antigen subclasses based on their underlying characteristics.

Alternative sequence antigens {#Sec4}
=============================

Genome-/exome-derived mutated TSAs {#Sec5}
----------------------------------

Alterations characterized by NGS may either be limited to the exome, a proportion of about 1% of the genome established as protein coding^[@CR52]^, or exceed it (whole genome). All gene sequences encoded synonymously in non-malignant and malignant tissues are generally accepted as part of the individual's wild-type genome. By contrast, non-synonymous variants might encode sequence alterations in naturally occurring proteins, which --- when translated --- result in novel protein sequences that could potentially give rise to HLA ligands to which the immune system has never previously been exposed and are therefore highly immunogenic (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Limiting the analysis of exon-encoded somatic variants to those with transcriptomic evidence (requiring transcript coverage^[@CR53]^) is another method of restricting the size of the search space.

Initially, TSAs were mainly predicted based on the presence of non-synonymous SNVs located in exons, disregarding those created by frameshift and indel mutations^[@CR54],[@CR55]^. Irrespective of this limitation, only a few TSAs among HLA class I ligands could be eluted directly from HLAs and characterized using MS/MS^[@CR56],[@CR57]^, which also require low detection thresholds and a very sensitive detection methodology. Of note, all mutated TSAs detected using these methods are restricted to individual tumours. Shared mutated TSAs that can be detected in more than one patient are currently elusive^[@CR58],[@CR59]^. The reasons why TSAs seem to be so difficult to detect have yet to be completely elucidated but might reflect technical limitations of the employed detection and/or discovery methodologies (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}), as well as immunoediting by the patient's initial antitumour immune response, leading to elimination of the most antigenic tumour clones. Furthermore, T cell recognition of TSAs might lead to the upregulation of inhibitory ligands, such as PD-L1, and contribute to the development of an immunosuppressive tumour microenvironment, both of which might impede the expansion and response of antigen-specific T cells^[@CR60],[@CR61]^. In summary, antigen-specific T cells against a specific mutated TSA can frequently be detected in the absence of a robust antitumour immune response^[@CR35],[@CR49],[@CR50],[@CR59],[@CR62]^, and thus the antigen either must have previously been present, but has been removed by immunoediting^[@CR59]^, or still prevails but remains undetectable by MS/MS.Table 2Advantages and limitations of discovery methods for HLA-restricted antigensSourceAdvantagesLimitations***NGS***ExomeComprehensive coverage (\>90% of exonic regions of interest) and deep sequencing possible; high-confidence detection of mutations; amplification of target DNA; comprehensive datasets available; high throughputVery limited correlation with HLA presentation; confined to (putative) protein-coding regions (exome) and mapped to reference sequence; in silico prediction of HLA-binding peptides possible but high probability of false-positive results (without additional evidence)TranscriptomeComprehensive coverage of target sequences and deep sequencing possible; high-confidence detection of mutations; amplification of cDNA; comprehensive datasets available; high throughput; provides evidence of gene transcriptionLimited correlation with HLA presentation; confined to the transcriptome or poly(A)-enriched transcripts; unknown transcript dynamics; in silico prediction of HLA-binding peptides possible but relevant probability of false-positives (without additional evidence)***MS/MS (shotgun/DDA)***ProteomeProvides evidence of gene translationLimited proteome coverage; unknown correlation with antigen presentation; high demands in terms of cost and effort; preanalytics (for example, enzymatic digest) influence the accessible segments of the proteome; bias towards highly abundant protein fragments; inconsistent and/or biased sampling and detection (by HPLC-MS/MS); no differentiation between isobaric amino acids (such as Leu/Ile); limited technical reproducibility; relatively low throughputHLA ligandomeProvides confirmation of the physical presence of HLA-eluted ligands; validation possible by sequence-identical synthetic peptidesUnknown HLA-ligandome coverage; high demands regarding cost, investigator effort and sample input; not quantitative; biased towards highly abundant HLA ligands; inconsistent and/or biased sampling and detection (by HPLC MS/MS); fails to differentiate between isobaric amino acids (Leu/Ile); large amounts of starting material (sample) required; limited technical reproducibility; requires antibodies for immunoprecipitation (bias), the lack of an enzyme restricted search space increases the probability of false-positive results; relatively low throughputcDNA, complementary DNA transcribed from RNA; DDA, data-dependent acquisition; HPLC, high-performance liquid chromatography; MS/MS, tandem mass spectrometry; NGS, next-generation sequencing.

Exonic variants potentially leading to mutated TSAs (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) derived from frameshift mutations, such as those created by indels, occur with increased frequency in patients with renal cell carcinoma (RCC; median eight to ten indels per tumour versus a median of four in a pan-cancer cohort)^[@CR63]^ and in those with tumours of a microsatellite instability-high (MSI-H) phenotype (frameshift mutations in one of four genes examined have been detected in 75% of such tumours)^[@CR64]^, both of which are characterized by enhanced responsiveness to ICI^[@CR65]--[@CR67]^. A potential explanation for this responsiveness is provided by the higher immunogenicity of indel-derived as compared with SNV-derived peptides, resulting in the generation of greater numbers of novel and immunologically relevant HLA ligands^[@CR63]^. The safety and initial clinical performance of a personalized vaccine comprising a mixture of peptides derived from up to 20 tumour antigens (including predicted indel-derived peptides) have been tested in patients with previously treated high-risk melanoma in an early-phase clinical trial^[@CR38]^. Notably, the immunogenicity of selected predicted indel-derived peptides was greater than that of their SNV-derived counterparts^[@CR38]^.

Gene fusions are characteristic of, if not pathognomonic for, a multitude of haematological and solid cancers^[@CR68],[@CR69]^. Many of these events have been characterized as driver mutations, and can thus be successfully targeted^[@CR70]^, although resistance mutations in these fusion proteins can result in therapeutic failure^[@CR71]^. Thus far, predicted TSAs derived from such fusions have not been successfully validated as being naturally presented by HLA ligands, according to MS/MS-based analyses.

The safety and efficacy of immunogenic peptide vaccines based on predicted mutated TSAs have been investigated in several clinical trials involving patients with chronic myeloid leukaemia or sarcoma. These vaccines have been proven to be safe and immunogenic, albeit without producing clinically meaningful responses in most patients^[@CR72]--[@CR76]^.

TSAs derived from splicing {#Sec6}
--------------------------

Analysis of the tumour transcriptome can provide additional evidence that a specific mutation is translated into a protein. Furthermore, variations acquired during transcription, including cancer-specific fusions of transcripts and mRNA splicing events, might lead to the creation of [alternatively spliced TSAs](#Glos17){ref-type="list"}, which are undetectable using NGS-based exome sequencing. Thus, alternative splicing and/or editing of RNA transcripts is a potential supplementary source of HLA-presented peptides with altered sequences (spliced TSAs)^[@CR77]--[@CR79]^ (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, mutations that influence the splicing machinery, such as by creating new splice sites^[@CR80],[@CR81]^, by dysregulating the spliceosome^[@CR82]--[@CR84]^ or by enabling intron retention^[@CR85],[@CR86]^, or mRNA splice junction mutations^[@CR87]^, might all be additional sources of alternative ribosomal products. With advances in RNA sequencing technology, including the ability to assess splice variants and ribosome profiling (RiboSeq), previously unassigned antigens ([cryptic antigens](#Glos18){ref-type="list"}) can now be characterized^[@CR88]^, which potentially extends the number of targets for antigen-specific immunotherapies^[@CR79]^.

A pan-cancer analysis of data from 8,705 tumours analysed as part of The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) project^[@CR89]^ has revealed a high number of exon--exon neojunctions (mean of 930 per sample), which is potentially relevant to TSA discovery. The detection of alternatively spliced TSAs and the assessment of their potential for HLA presentation remain challenging^[@CR77]^, although initial studies have confirmed the existence of exon--exon junction-derived proteins that are predicted to be capable of HLA binding^[@CR77],[@CR79],[@CR86],[@CR87],[@CR90],[@CR91]^. The widespread MS/MS-based validation of alternatively spliced TSAs is still pending, although a T cell repertoire has been established for certain variants, such as D393-CD20 (ref.^[@CR92]^).

In addition to mRNA splicing, [proteasomal splicing](#Glos19){ref-type="list"} might also be a source of TSAs^[@CR93],[@CR94]^, although their formation and frequency of occurrence currently remains controversial^[@CR95]--[@CR98]^. Basic characterizations of antigenic peptides produced by peptide splicing in the proteasome have already been conducted using cDNA-based approaches^[@CR51],[@CR99]^. Additional alterations at the protein level (such as phosphorylation of serine or threonine residues) are conceivable, for example, when the respective post-translational modifications are retained in peptides and subsequently presented by HLAs. These changes form the basis for modified potentially immunogenic self-peptides, such as TSAs comprising phosphorylated peptides^[@CR100],[@CR101]^ as well as glycated peptides^[@CR102]^. [Defective ribosomal products](#Glos20){ref-type="list"} (DRIPs) by definition do not influence the transcript-encoded amino acid sequence^[@CR103]^, whereas changes in proteasomal processing might give rise to alternative sequence TSAs^[@CR104],[@CR105]^. Currently, most peptides deemed to originate from proteasomal splicing can strictly be regarded as cryptic antigens.

Cryptic antigens {#Sec7}
----------------

An additional space exists within the genome that might also be a source of HLA-presented peptides that are not synonymous with the exome-encoded proteome. This [dark matter of the proteome](#Glos21){ref-type="list"} derived from the genome outside regions assumed to be translated^[@CR106]^, yielding cryptic peptides (Box [1](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}), has not been extensively investigated to date but has been suggested as a relevant source of TSAs^[@CR88],[@CR107]^ with estimates indicating that it accounts for at least 10% of all peptides presented by HLA class I molecules^[@CR108]^. However, as the estimates provide only approximate numbers, the true quantity of such antigens is unknown. The discovery of such antigens remains challenging and might be improved in future, although MS/MS combined with the latest sequencing software, as well as RiboSeq (an NGS-based method of determining which RNAs are actively translated), provide the necessary technical foundations. The extent to which such cryptic peptides are tumour specific is also currently unknown.

Generally, in silico translation of the [consensus genomic sequence](#Glos22){ref-type="list"} or even a genome individually mapped into putative proteins is feasible using methods such as six-frame translation and can be used for the discovery of cryptic TSAs, assuming that additional protein coding sequences arise under certain conditions (such as after malignant transformation)^[@CR108]^. Furthermore, the exonic translation space might be extended upstream and downstream of coding genes to include sequences of untranslated regions, intronic sequences and intergenic regions, as well as transposable elements, as additional sources of cryptic peptides and even TSAs.

Additional potential sources of HLA-presented cryptic antigens include altered mRNA splicing events, long non-coding RNAs, small nucleolar RNAs and proteins encoded in ribosomal DNA^[@CR88]^. The categorization of cryptic antigens needs to be viewed as dynamic, given that the ability to annotate an HLA ligand as originating from an intron, an open reading frame, a splice variant or other source is rapidly evolving owing to improvements in detection and/or analytical methods^[@CR77],[@CR107]^. Hence, increasing numbers of cryptic antigens will be annotated, thereby defining their origins and functions in the near future.

Wild-type sequence TSAs {#Sec8}
=======================

The majority of studies involving alternative sequence antigens have thus far focused predominantly on predicted target antigens using computational workflows, while discovery and direct verification of such peptides using MS/MS remains an exception^[@CR56],[@CR57],[@CR109]^. Even in these studies, in which a subset of predicted TSAs was directly verified (including comparisons with the spectra of synthetic peptide mimetics), the definitive confirmation of most predicted antigens as [naturally presented HLA ligands](#Glos23){ref-type="list"} remained elusive. By contrast, MS/MS-based analyses of HLA-bound peptides eluted from native tumour tissue samples can provide comprehensive and in-depth information on their naturally presented [HLA ligandome](#Glos24){ref-type="list"}. Thus, differential comparisons with HLA ligands from benign tissues might also enable the discovery of TSAs with wild-type amino acid sequences to which the immune system has never previously been exposed. Such [wild-type tumour-specific antigens](#Glos25){ref-type="list"} may therefore also prove valuable, similar to [tumour-specific antigens with reactivated early ontogenic expression](#Glos26){ref-type="list"}^[@CR56],[@CR58],[@CR110]^ (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

The HLA ligandome is influenced by cancer-specific alterations affecting, among others, translational regulation^[@CR101]^, protein metabolism, proteasomal processing, cytosolic proteolysis, but also alterations in antigen processing, such as those involving the transporter for antigen processing (TAP)^[@CR111]^, which ultimately affect HLA ligand presentation^[@CR112]^. These changes might result in the emergence of TSAs with a wild-type sequence (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Considering the poor correlation between the transcriptome and the HLA class I-presented ligandome^[@CR113]--[@CR115]^, a better understanding of the underlying rules that apply to antigen processing and presentation by HLAs might facilitate further target discovery^[@CR105]^. Such peptides include antigens derived from proteins that are exclusively expressed in the early stages of ontogenesis, which can then be reactivated during oncogenesis, such as cancer--germline antigens^[@CR116],[@CR117]^. Moreover, colorectal cancer-specific oncogenic signalling pathways^[@CR118]^ have been suggested to leave an imprint within the tumour-exclusive HLA ligandome, possibly contributing wild-type TSAs^[@CR58]^.

The HLA ligandome of several cancer types has been comprehensively characterized using MS/MS^[@CR119]^. Nevertheless, the reliable identification of wild-type TSAs requires extensive experimental effort in order to ensure that such TSAs are indeed tumour exclusive and to exclude HLA presentation on non-malignant tissues^[@CR58],[@CR114]^. This approach should include comparisons of HLA ligandome data with growing databases of HLA ligands eluted from a diverse range of non-malignant tissues^[@CR120]^. Importantly, when comparing matched malignant and non-malignant tissue samples, fundamental differences in physiological processes might introduce a relevant source of bias affecting the HLA ligand repertoire, such as substantial differences in the expression of proliferation-associated proteins. HLA ligands arising from such physiological processes might therefore appear to be different but also lack tumour exclusivity. A scarcity of data exists on HLA-presented ligands with rare allotypes, resulting in insufficiently characterized binding motifs, that might further impair the reliable identification of wild-type TSAs. A possible strategy that could mitigate such bias is to generate large datasets and restrict the comparisons of HLA-presented peptides between tumours and non-malignant tissues to well-defined matched HLA allotypes (such as HLA-A\*0201), as well as including RNA expression data^[@CR113]^.

Tumour-associated antigens {#Sec9}
==========================

TAAs feature wild-type amino acid sequences but --- unlike TSAs --- are also presented by HLAs on the surface of other non-malignant cells, making these antigens more challenging targets for therapeutic use owing to immunological tolerance and a lack of specificity. The identification of TAAs is mainly based on comparisons of the transcriptomes of malignant and non-malignant tissues to identify overexpressed gene products and MS/MS to confirm natural presentation as HLA-restricted ligands^[@CR45],[@CR113],[@CR121]^. These analyses are often complemented by establishing a natural T cell repertoire for the putative TAA. Occasionally TAAs can even induce T cell tolerance^[@CR122]--[@CR124]^.

TAAs can also be targeted in the clinical setting provided that they are overexpressed on tumour cells and are otherwise only presented on non-malignant tissues that are not considered essential for survival, such as reproductive tissues^[@CR114],[@CR125]^ or B cells^[@CR11],[@CR126]^. Hence, large databases containing HLA ligands from non-malignant tissues as controls^[@CR120],[@CR127],[@CR128]^ or strategies that confine ligands to single HLA alleles^[@CR113]^ have been created or are currently under development and will provide a key resource supporting the selection of candidate TAAs that are as tumour specific as possible.

In the absence of shared TSAs, clinical interventions involving the administration of TAA sequences as vaccines have been evaluated in both early-stage and late-stage clinical trials. Many approaches involving several different delivery platforms (DNA, RNA, peptides or viral vectors) and adjuvants (inter alia Montanide ISA 51 VG, granulocyte--monocyte colony-stimulating factor or RNA) have led to the induction or re-activation of TAA-specific T cells, although no conclusive evidence of clinical efficacy has so far been established^[@CR129]--[@CR131]^.

Several vaccine-based approaches involving the administration of standardized peptide cocktails (as formulated drug products) containing TAAs and possibly including wild-type TSAs have advanced to the later stages of clinical development, although the efficacy of these treatments has so far been disappointing. After the emergence of promising phase II data^[@CR131]^, a peptide vaccine (IMA901) consisting of short peptides (mostly TAAs) in combination with the tyrosine kinase inhibitor sunitinib was evaluated in a phase III trial. However, the combination failed to induce any relevant vaccine-specific T cell responses, most likely owing to inhibition of T cell priming by sunitinib^[@CR132]^, and failed to improve outcomes compared with sunitinib monotherapy^[@CR133]^. In addition, the anchor-modified gp100:209-217(210M) peptide vaccine failed to show clinical efficacy in patients with melanoma^[@CR134]^.

In February 2019, the data from a two-stage phase I/II trial involving patients with glioblastoma were published. In the first stage, a warehouse-based TAA vaccine (UADP) was administered, and in the second stage, selected patients received a UDDP vaccine consisting of elongated peptides containing predicted mutated TSAs and TAAs determined using MS/MS-based tumour characterization. This study demonstrated successful induction of vaccine-specific T cells, but was not sufficiently powered to provide reliable clinical data^[@CR36]^.

Experimental evidence for different TSAs {#Sec10}
========================================

A central challenge in the discovery of mutated TSAs and other patient-specific drug targets is the theoretically extensive range of targets and the heuristics of selecting the most appropriate targets for therapy within an acceptable time frame. In our view, such an effort only seems feasible by triangulation^[@CR135]^, which requires several lines of evidence (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, genomic and/or transcriptomic and proteomic evidence needs to be combined as a basis for the selection of suitable targets. Accordingly, despite a huge number of HLA class I ligands predicted from NGS in silico data, so far only a small number of such mutated TSAs, or even more complexly generated TSAs, have been detected and verified by MS/MS (for example, using spectrum matches with sequence-identical synthetic peptides)^[@CR53],[@CR56],[@CR109]^.Fig. 3Current levels of scientific evidence for discovery and characterization of different classes of MHC-presented antigens.The confidence in experimental evidence for alternative sequence antigens as well as tumour-specific antigens (TSAs) with wild-type sequence, tumour-associated antigens (TAAs) and cryptic antigens is represented by the lines of different colours. These represent light of different wavelengths combined to yield white light when transitioning through the prisms (here representing triangulation integrating different lines of evidence^[@CR135]^). The lengths of the coloured lines represent the experimental evidence graded into experimental multi-omic evidence (long lines; multiple congruent lines of evidence available), experimental evidence (medium-length lines; some merging lines of evidence available) and experimental evidence with allocation (short lines; one single line of evidence available). The colours of the lines represent exome sequencing (red), transcriptome sequencing (yellow) and MS/MS techniques, including proteomics (green) and HLA ligandomics (blue). The current situation, where the majority of tumour antigens cannot be characterized with multiple congruent lines of evidence (that is, triangulation), using both multi-omics approaches as well as indirect evidence, is symbolized by the dark side of the Moon, which exists but remains invisible to the eye. For cryptic antigens the prism and respective rays of light are inverted, as observations from MS/MS made at the HLA ligand level are attributed to a space beyond the exome, excluding exome-templated sequences. In contrast to most other antigen classes, cryptic antigens are identified using a bottom-up approach, thereby allocating HLA ligand level evidence to an ample search space comprising sequences deemed non-coding in the genome. Credit for moon image: Historical/Contributor/Getty. Adapted with permission from NASA.

Methods for antigen identification {#Sec11}
----------------------------------

The identification and selection of TSAs or TAAs for clinical application requires more thorough validation than simple confirmation as a tumour-specific target^[@CR136]^. An ideal therapeutic target should have the utmost level of tumour specificity, HLA presentation and immunogenicity; antigens lacking any one of these prerequisites (including those that induce T cell anergy or tolerance^[@CR122]--[@CR124]^) would be therapeutically irrelevant, or even potentially harmful.

Different levels of evidence have been established for all defined categories of HLA-presented antigens (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The level of evidence is influenced by several factors, including the characteristics and idiosyncrasies of the various detection methods, such as the coverage of regions of interest and the as-yet-unknown probabilities of HLA presentation of specific peptides.

The coverage of the regions of interest for whole-exome sequencing (WES) and transcriptome sequencing is usually comprehensive^[@CR137]^ (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). However, because mutated regions are often either incompletely translated or remain synonymous, only a subset of these regions has the potential to encode altered protein sequences. In an analysis of patient-derived organoids, only a small fraction of WES-detected mutations (\<1%) could be validated as being presented by HLAs using MS/MS^[@CR109]^. Similar observations have been found using animal models^[@CR138]^, cell lines and tumour tissue samples primarily from patients with melanoma^[@CR56],[@CR57],[@CR139]^. Mutations in highly expressed transcripts have been suggested to be more likely to be detectable as HLA ligands, with a reported probability as high as \~10%^[@CR113]^.

Shotgun LC--MS/MS should be considered the best available method for detection of naturally occurring HLA ligands, albeit with several limitations (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Although progress has been made, and both techniques and devices have improved substantially, technical idiosyncrasies remain. Intrinsic methodological disadvantages include the fact that shotgun LC--MS/MS is currently not a broadly applicable quantitative technique, and the sensitivity of detection is limited by the inability to amplify sample materials, in contrast to NGS-based approaches (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). These limitations can result in coverage issues and bias for certain HLA ligands, preventing their detection by MS/MS. Detection of peptides with properties that are incompatible with this methodology, such as those that are either strongly hydrophobic or hydrophilic, or insufficiently ionizable, might, therefore, fail. The main technical challenges of shotgun MS/MS consist of missing values owing to (semi-random) sampling based on precursor abundance, thereby impairing technical reproducibility. Further issues include the detection limits of the instrumentation, as well as the unknown temporal dynamics of the HLA ligandome and pre-analytical factors capable of potentially influencing the detectable HLA ligand repertoire^[@CR140]^. An additional level of bias might be introduced by the choice of HLA alleles through the selected algorithms used and the pool of data incorporated for peptide binding prediction^[@CR141],[@CR142]^. Owing to these various limitations, shotgun MS/MS-based proteomics is currently only likely to achieve coverage of up to \~5% of the proteome. The precise size of the HLA ligandome remains undetermined, and this uncertainty also applies to the size of the part that is ultimately missed. MS/MS-based confirmation of mutated TSAs has proven to be difficult, even with unrestricted sample access and extensively characterized ligandomes. Regardless of these challenges, available evidence supports the notion that exome-encoded mutated TSAs are rare^[@CR53],[@CR56],[@CR109],[@CR139]^.

Setting the differences between detection methods into perspective, NGS-based WES can, with some technical limitations, reproducibly yield near-comprehensive coverage of the targeted regions (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}), and the same also applies to transcriptome sequencing. However, this level of coverage does not apply to proteomic methods, for which only \~50% coverage of the proteome can be achieved, even with considerable effort and under optimal circumstances^[@CR143]^. Thus, unsurprisingly, only a small fraction of exome-encoded variants are detectable using proteomic methods (2.4% of exon-encoded and 6.7% of transcriptomic single-amino acid variants)^[@CR144]^.

Screening for patient-specific targets {#Sec12}
--------------------------------------

Mutated or alternatively-spliced TSAs have the potential to be entirely tumour-specific targets, when experimentally confirmed with a high level of confidence. Nevertheless, these antigens have frequently been found to lack clinical relevance, particularly those in which the tumour specificity has been predicted in silico only. Possible causes include technical aspects such as high false-positive rates^[@CR145],[@CR146]^, but also biological reasons including reduced transcription or immunoediting might preclude presentation of the predicted TSAs on HLAs.

Post-translationally modified HLA ligands are also plausible tumour-specific targets that also require confirmation at the HLA ligand level. [Post-translationally modified tumour-associated antigens](#Glos27){ref-type="list"} should have a wild-type amino acid sequence^[@CR101],[@CR102]^, and therefore tumour specificity is dependent upon subsequently introduced modifications.

In contrast to TAAs with reactivated early ontogenetic expression, for [overexpressed tumour-associated antigens](#Glos28){ref-type="list"} and shared TAAs, tumour specificity may be challenging to confirm (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), although MS/MS provides convincing evidence for presentation on HLAs^[@CR53],[@CR114]^. While reactivated ontogenetically expressed TAAs are mostly tumour specific, owing to restricted expression in early ontogenesis and/or reproductive tissues, overexpressed TAAs and shared TAAs are also presented on non-malignant tissues and thus, by definition, do not show absolute tumour specificity. For such TAAs to be considered as targets for immunotherapy, any non-malignant tissues expressing them need to be deemed dispensable (such as reproductive organs or B cells) and they may not be expressed on any vital tissues.

Therapeutic application {#Sec13}
=======================

Considering the potential of different antigen types and individual antigens for clinical use also requires reflection on the intended therapeutic platform. Administration of antigens as vaccines is expected to result in fewer toxicities owing to self-tolerance compared with various other approaches, including TCR-mimic antibodies, bispecific TCR molecules or even, in future, MHC-restricted antigen-specific CAR T cells^[@CR147]^. CAR T cell-based approaches in particular require the utmost caution in terms of ascertaining both the specificity and clinical relevance of the target antigen. The importance of antigen specificity is underlined by the occurrence of fatal cardiac toxicities owing to tissue cross-reactivity in patients receiving anti-MAGE-3 CAR T cells^[@CR148],[@CR149]^.

Overall, investigators attempting to identify and select specific tumour antigens as targets for the treatment of patients with cancer should consider the various methodological limitations, the probability that the antigens are presented and also the available experimental evidence for both their existence and clinical relevance (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).

Tumour antigens of different types have specific limitations regarding their detectability using the available experimental methods (in analogy to the dark side of the Moon, which physically exists but remains invisible from Earth). Multi-omics approaches^[@CR53]^ incorporating genomics, transcriptomics and proteomics (including HLA ligandomics) can increase the level of evidence over that obtainable with only one of these approaches and thus improve relevance and shed more light on selected antigens (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).

Cryptic antigens detected using MS/MS can be attributed to defined HLA allotypes, but attempts to do so have to account for an enormous search space of potential antigens (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Large numbers of mutated TSAs can be predicted with confidence from WES and/or transcriptome sequencing data, although TSAs identified in this way frequently lack proteomic and/or ligandomic evidence (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}), which explains why the selection of useful candidates remains a major challenge^[@CR146]^.

In principle, a high level of experimental evidence supports the clinical validity of both wild-type TSAs and TAAs (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}), although the tumour specificity of such antigens might create safety concerns if they are targeted for therapeutic purposes. The implementation of such personalized therapies also poses unique and fundamental regulatory challenges.

Regulatory aspects {#Sec14}
==================

Taking into account the aforementioned considerations and the high level of variability among potential tumour antigens, it becomes increasingly clear that the definition of targets for magic bullets can have far-reaching consequences for the definition of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) and the resulting drug products as well as their administration, especially when the targets are applied to different therapeutic delivery platforms. This notion could also affect the definition of safety criteria and pose unprecedented challenges for clinical trials, given that a drug product could be designed and manufactured for use in only one patient (UDDP).

In 2013, Britten and co-workers defined the first set of criteria for the classification of personalized immunotherapies, introducing different approaches to precision cancer immunotherapy^[@CR34]^. Respective levels of personalization were defined in order to guide regulatory decision-making, including a specific definition for therapies designed for individual patients only. In light of current developments, we suggest that this proposed classification as previously defined should be updated (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

Stratification {#Sec15}
--------------

The first level of adaptation for drug products (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) remains biomarker-based stratification, whereby patients are identified according to predefined tumour features, such as the presence of certain antigens, and treated with a defined drug product according to positivity for these biomarkers^[@CR34]^ and individual characteristics (such as HLA allotype). Examples include pharmaceutically defined storable drug products, such as antibody-based therapies including the anti-HER2 antibodies trastuzumab or pertuzumab^[@CR9],[@CR12],[@CR150]^. Furthermore, the allocation of targeted therapies to patients with advanced-stage disease according to biomarker results from focused gene-sequencing panels enabling the identification of potentially targetable mutations is to be included in this category^[@CR151]^. Modern cellular therapies, including anti-CD19 CAR T cells (such as axicabtagene ciloleucel and tisagenlecleucel^[@CR17],[@CR19]^) can be regarded as stratified, representing an autologous product with a standardized vector manufactured on demand.

Another example of therapies included in this category is the discontinued dendritic cell-based immunotherapy sipuleucel-T^[@CR152]^. Furthermore, the allocation of ICI based on a high [tumour mutational load](#Glos29){ref-type="list"} or high [tumour mutational burden](#Glos30){ref-type="list"}, PD-L1 expression, or the presence or absence of other biomarkers can be regarded as a stratified therapy. Hence, the principles of both AaT, when precise knowledge of the targeted structures is available and used as a biomarker, and AuT, when such information is unavailable, may apply, as explained for ICI above.

Warehousing {#Sec16}
-----------

Warehousing (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) refers to the individual composition of a drug product assembled from a set of pre-characterized and pre-manufactured peptides as active ingredients, guided by analyses of autologous tumour tissues (theranostics). Such APIs are individually assembled and released as a uniquely composed drug product (UADP) and represent a customized medicinal product for administration in only a single specified patient. Of note, specific APIs composed of several peptides can be fully characterized (AaT) before composition, but can also include, for example, cell therapies including autologous and/or allogeneic dendritic cells stimulated with a set of defined peptides or with RNA and/or DNA transfection, as well as antigen-preselected adoptive cell therapies^[@CR47]^. Warehousing-based concepts for peptide vaccination have already been evaluated in clinical trials^[@CR36],[@CR153],[@CR154]^. In the future, such concepts might even include additional platforms such as antibodies or CAR T cells, should financial and regulatory circumstances allow.

Individualization {#Sec17}
-----------------

According to our terminology, individualization involves the selection of one or more APIs and the on-demand manufacture of a drug product based on patient-specific and/or tumour-specific features^[@CR36]--[@CR39]^ (Fig. [1c](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This concept is particularly important for regulatory considerations. This definition of individualization denotes a fully de novo designed and manufactured product, comprising one or more individual APIs, formulated and released with the intention to use it in only one patient, resulting in a UDDP. Individualization also applies to adoptive cell products, which are also specifically produced for individual patients^[@CR155]^ and cannot be pre-characterized (AuTs). Hence, both pharmaceutically defined APIs and cellular products might be viable options.

The highly individualized approach to therapy implicit in the use of antigen-specific immunotherapies could have far-reaching consequences for the design and approval of future clinical trials. The development of UADPs and most notably UDDPs within clinical trials does not conform with established approaches to pharmaceutical manufacturing and drug development, because the exact make-up of the drug product cannot be prespecified in the usual way (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In these scenarios, defining and prespecifying the process of antigen selection for inclusion in the drug product (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), and not the UDDP itself, might be a reasonable requirement. A further consideration is that the population at risk when releasing a specific UADP or UDDP is, by definition, confined to a single named patient. Finally, the challenges created by the need for full good manufacturing practice (GMP) production of UADPs or UDDPs (as required for clinical testing) are not only limited to substantial financial and/or operational barriers. Further relevant challenges exist regarding drug manufacturing and availability in an acceptable time frame. A possible solution could be to waive in-process controls and focus on final-release controls (an approach deemed optional even under the current European Medicines Agency GMP guidelines^[@CR156]^) in order to expedite patient access. To our knowledge, no data are available thus far on patient-specific approaches to drug design using platforms such as TCR-transfected or CAR T cells^[@CR157],[@CR158]^, TCR-mimic antibodies^[@CR13]^ or autologous and/or allogeneic cell products directed against individually identified targets^[@CR159]^.Fig. 4Antigen identification and selection for patient-adapted therapy.Autologous tumour and/or non-malignant tissues are analysed using several methods complementing each other (whole-exome sequencing (WES), transcriptome sequencing and MS/MS). Suitable tumour-specific antigens (TSAs) and tumour-associated antigens (TAAs) are prioritized using (automated) bioinformatics approaches, but results may additionally be manually curated. This is performed by an interdisciplinary team of professionals, assessing limitations and potential issues of sample acquisition and preparation, antigen detection and bioinformatics, as well as active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) and drug product manufacturing, thereby potentially introducing bias but also improving safety owing to thorough target review. The identified antigens could be used therapeutically utilizing different platforms, comprising chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cells, TCR-mimic antibodies, bispecific TCR molecules and different vaccination approaches. The resulting drug product can either be standardized or individually assembled as an uniquely assembled drug product (UADP) or uniquely designed drug product (UDDP). αCD3, anti-CD3; scTCR, single-chain TCR; SDP, stratified drug product; TCR, T cell receptor.

Future directions {#Sec18}
=================

In our opinion, the future development of active antigen-directed immunotherapeutic approaches faces four major challenges (forming the acronym SAFE) that need to be addressed before therapeutic efficacy can be achieved, while limiting potential toxicities to an acceptable level.

Selection {#Sec19}
---------

The selection and identification of targetable HLA-presented antigens should combine several levels of evidence (triangulation) and not merely use a single method, in order to ensure a high probability of their existence^[@CR135]^. Combined selection strategies should aim for confirmation of both HLA presentation and tumour specificity in order to ensure therapeutic relevance and to limit the potential for toxicities. For vaccine development purposes, antigens presented by both HLA class I and HLA class II should ideally be included in a drug product to ensure the activation of both CD8^+^ T cells and CD4^+^ T cells, which should synergize to promote antitumour immunity. Furthermore, the robustness of HLA presentation under physiological conditions and during treatment with different therapies should be evaluated, although this is likely to pose a major challenge for future research and has thus far not been conclusively addressed^[@CR160],[@CR161]^. The available data currently indicate that tumour-specific HLA-presented antigens have a highly patient-specific profile, suggesting that the use of patient-adapted therapies is likely to be unavoidable^[@CR36]--[@CR39]^. The definition of therapeutic targets from individual tumours and the selection of the ideal target antigens has therefore evolved as a major demand to realize such therapies.

Adjuvantation {#Sec20}
-------------

The clinical efficacy of immunotherapeutic approaches involving single or predefined sets of antigens has remained disappointing in late-stage development^[@CR133]^, despite promising data from early-phase studies^[@CR131]^. Insufficient strength of the vaccine-induced immune responses provides a plausible reason for these differences. Other promising approaches, therefore, include formulated mRNA-based vaccines^[@CR39],[@CR162]^ or effective new adjuvants, such as those targeting STING^[@CR163]^. We are currently working on the clinical development of a new synthetic Toll-like receptor 1/2 agonist, termed XS15, that thus far seems to be a strong adjuvant, at least in one human volunteer^[@CR164]^. Eventually, immunogenic formulations of antigens and/or combinations with other immunomodulatory substances will be essential and these might also comprise novel therapeutic platforms (but should be reviewed elsewhere).

Feasibility {#Sec21}
-----------

Individual assembly and manufacturing, particularly of UDDPs, requires considerable effort concerning timing, technique, logistics, production capacity and financing, which is emphasized by the experience with current therapeutic approaches such as CAR T cells^[@CR15]--[@CR17],[@CR19]^. With increasing levels of individualization, these efforts will need to be expanded. Vaccination-based approaches involving peptides, RNA, DNA or even dendritic cells and adoptive cell transfer might still be achievable^[@CR36]--[@CR39]^, although the generation of individualized therapies using other carrier systems such as TCR-mimic antibodies, bispecific TCR molecules, TCR gene transfer or CAR T cells featuring patient-specific CARs appears extremely challenging under the current regulations, if not impossible.

Enforcement {#Sec22}
-----------

To deal with the substantial heterogeneity of the HLA ligandome, the regulatory landscape should be adapted to acknowledge the demands of increasing individualization of immunotherapies. This environment could otherwise become extremely challenging because extensive individualization also results in a lack of experimental and clinical evidence for the efficacy of the respective drug products in selected patient populations. This challenge is illustrated by the tissue-agnostic FDA approval of ICI in MSI-high tumours. Such drug approvals could result in patients receiving a treatment with very little evidence for efficacy in tumours of their specific histology. Treatment allocation for such a diverse range of indications can therefore have substantial limitations, and consideration of additional biomarkers might allow therapy responsiveness to be better estimated beforehand^[@CR165],[@CR166]^.

Conclusions {#Sec23}
===========

Besides all the challenges and unanswered questions, current immunotherapeutic platforms comprising a diverse range of vaccination strategies and novel adjuvants, CAR T cells, adoptive cell transfer, TCR-mimic antibodies and TCR constructs, as well as ICI and HCT, already provide established methods of antigen delivery. Some of these methods have been shown to potently induce or mediate effective immune responses. Further exploiting defined tumour-specific and individually selected antigens based on the analysis of autologous tumours could focus and direct these therapeutic approaches against individual tumours. Nonetheless, suitable combinations of therapeutic platforms that consistently enable effective immunological rejection of established tumours have yet to be established. The immunotherapeutic approaches themselves might already constitute magic bullets according to Paul Ehrlich's criteria. Although the additional focus on the most valid (magic) targets has the potential to further improve clinical efficacy, ultimately rendering them guided missiles that are able to seek and destroy their targets.
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Antigens

:   Immunologically recognizable cell-surface structures.

Antigen-aware therapy

:   (AaT). An active immunotherapy leading to the activation of and/or constituting antigen-specific cells designed to target known and/or well-defined antigens.

Antigen-unaware therapy

:   (AuT). An active immunotherapy leading to the activation of and/or constituting antigen-specific cells designed to targeting uncharacterized antigens.

Cell-surface antigens

:   Proteins or parts thereof located on the outer side of the cell membrane that are therefore accessible from outside the cell.

T cell repertoire

:   The fraction of T cells capable of reacting against a defined HLA-restricted antigen, as detected by assays designed to measure immune cell function, without confirmation of lytic activity.

Uniquely assembled drug product

:   (UADP). Drug product, or set of drug products assembled and (pre-)manufactured individually that can then be assembled and administered to a selected patient or patients based on the presence of biomarkers indicating responsiveness to a predesigned set of active ingredients (for example, a peptide warehouse).

Uniquely designed drug product

:   (UDDP). A drug product specifically defined and manufactured for a specific patient according to individual clinical features that is not intended to be administered to any other individual.

Tumour-specific antigens

:   (TSAs). HLA ligands exclusively presented on tumours that are not presented on any other tissues.

Stratification

:   Allocation of a therapy with a defined or invariant drug product based on the presence of one or more specific biomarkers.

Individualization

:   The fully individualized design of a drug product for a specific patient based on biomarker analyses of an individual tumour or tumours (a variant drug product).

Tumour-associated antigens

:   (TAAs). HLA-presented peptides present on a tumour that can also be presented on other non-malignant tissues.

Mutated tumour-specific antigens

:   HLA-binding peptides with tumour-specific alternative sequences (compared with the germline sequence) derived from one of several types of germline mutations including single-nucleotide variants, indels, fusions and others. Synonymously referred to as mutated neoantigens.

Neoantigen

:   A term commonly used to describe tumour-specific antigens (TSAs). This term has mostly been used to describe mutated TSAs and can cause confusion when also used to describe wild-type sequence TSAs.

Next-generation sequencing

:   (NGS). Massively parallel sequencing technology enabling the rapid, high-throughput analysis of nucleic acid sequences including those from the whole genome, exome or transcriptome.

Tandem mass spectrometry

:   (MS/MS). Liquid chromatography followed by two-stage mass spectrometry including ionization of samples followed by detection of the parental mass and the subsequent fragmentation and assessment of respective fragment masses.

Predicted HLA ligands

:   Amino acid sequences with defined HLA-binding motifs that can be inferred in silico using computational algorithms.

Alternatively spliced TSAs

:   An HLA-binding peptide with a tumour-specific alternative amino acid sequence (such as that containing a neojunction) derived from alternative mRNA splicing events.

Cryptic antigens

:   HLA-eluted peptides detected by mass spectrometry that lack clear correlates in the consensus coding sequence (exome).

Proteasomal splicing

:   Proteasome-catalysed peptide sequence modification through ligation of other liberated protein fragments.

Defective ribosomal products

:   (DRIPs). Prematurely terminated and misfolded peptides produced from translation of bona fide mRNA in the appropriate reading frames.

Dark matter of the proteome

:   The proteomic correlate of genomic dark matter, located outside the coding region and assumed not to be translated.

Consensus genomic sequence

:   The calculated order of most frequent residues, either nucleotides or amino acids, found at each position in a sequence alignment within the genome.

Naturally presented HLA ligands

:   Peptides presented by MHC that can be detected using MS/MS following MHC immunoprecipitation or by T cell based detection assays.

HLA ligandome

:   A naturally occurring, non-immunologically validated HLA-presented peptide repertoire, characterized by MS/MS after HLA immunoprecipitation and peptide elution.

Wild-type tumour-specific antigens

:   HLA-eluted peptides with wild-type sequences (compared with the relevant germline sequence) that nonetheless have tumour-specific presentation, and to which the immune system has not been previously exposed and not represented on benign tissues.

Tumour-specific antigens with reactivated early ontogenic expression

:   Tumour-specific HLA ligands (compared with the germline sequence) derived from proteins that are usually physiologically restricted to the early stages of ontogenetic expression, including cancer--testis antigens.

Post-translationally modified tumour-associated antigens

:   HLA ligands with wild-type (or in rare cases also alternative) sequences derived from tumour-specific post-translational modifications.

Overexpressed tumour-associated antigens

:   An HLA ligand that is typically overexpressed on tumour cells, albeit with lower levels of expression on non-malignant tissues.

Tumour mutational load

:   The sum total of somatic mutations located in the exomes of cancer cells. Tumour mutational load should not be viewed as equivalent to tumour mutational burden.

Tumour mutational burden

:   A biomarker used for predicting therapy response in clinical trials that usually reflects the tumour mutational load of selected genes, as assessed primarily using the Foundation Medicine gene panel, but also potentially other assays (such as the MSKCC-IMPACT panel). This term only applies directly to this reduced proportion of mutated genes and does not indicate the entire tumour mutational load.
